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 MAKING EQUITY A PRIORITY:
 ANATOMY OF THE YORK UNIVERSITY

 STRIKE OF 1997

 LINDA BRISKIN and JANICE NEWSON

 On March 20, 1997, an eight-week faculty strike began at York
 University in Toronto (the third largest university in Canada with
 45,000 students)-the longest faculty strike in English Canada to
 date. It was the culmination of sixteen months of unproductive
 negotiations between the York University Faculty Association
 (YUFA)-a certified bargaining agent representing eleven hun-
 dred full-time faculty members and professional librarians-and
 York's Administration and Board of Governors (BOG).1 In the end,
 the union membership accepted an unsatisfactory collective
 agreement. But they returned to work as a community-in a pro-
 cession, wearing black T-shirts with white lettering that read: "The
 Struggle Continues," led by two Scottish bagpipers and joined by
 their new allies among students, staff, and contract faculty.

 The relatively strong vote in support of strike action (71 per-
 cent) reflected years of frustration on many fronts: the administra-
 tion's persistent disregard for consultation and organizational
 democracy; the flagrantly corporate style of management and
 commercialization of university activities; long-standing in-
 equities and anomalies in pay, retirement, and workload; and
 innumerable instances of financial mismanagement, combined
 with the administration's refusal to open its books, despite the
 fact that York is a publicly accountable institution.

 Adding to these grievances, the York administration had pur-
 sued an unprecedented confrontational strategy, utilizing its legal
 recourse under the Ontario Labor Relations Act to move into a

 strike/lockout situation during the summer, before serious bar-
 gaining could get under way. By early August 1996, the adminis-
 tration had abrogated the existing collective agreement, unilater-
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 ally dismantling the compensation and retirement provisions,
 and imposing terms of their own.2

 These events were turning points for union activists but they
 sent only minor shock waves through the wider union member-
 ship. Many reacted with resignation or abiding faith in the good
 intentions of university management. Even though they support-
 ed the call for strike action, most members remained uncertain
 about who was responsible for the bargaining impasse: the union
 or the administration.3 By the end of the strike, however, a
 remarkable transformation of political consciousness had
 occurred. The distrust of the union leadership and skepticism
 about their motives were replaced by a 79.6 percent vote of no
 confidence in the university administration taken in conjunction
 with the ratification proceedings. This vote has formed the basis
 of a union-led campaign to re-instate democratic governance in
 the university. Moreover, although the original bargaining priori-
 ties were wages, benefits, retirement, workload, and technological
 change, the strike itself was energized by members' concerns
 about equity issues, democratic governance of the institution, and
 the right to collective bargaining.

 This commentary describes the involvement of women in the
 strike and the preconditions, events, and initiatives that helped to
 produce the focus on equity.4 Most notable are five interrelated
 factors: collective action as a politicizing force; the critical mass of
 women faculty at York; women's involvement in the strike, and
 their approach to the practice of leadership; the contradiction
 between the university's discourse on equity and the reality expe-
 rienced by women faculty and other marginalized groups; and the
 convergence of faculty concerns about democratic governance and
 equity. The conclusion reflects on a strategic dilemma facing Cana-
 dian women academics: how to integrate faculty association/
 union routes and administrative routes to achieve equity goals.

 MAKING EQUITY A PRIORITY
 One of the remarkable achievements of the York University strike
 was that broadly defined equity issues became a central focus for
 the whole membership. According to Jeanette Neeson: "'Equity' is
 perhaps the single most powerful organising idea to have come
 out of the strike. 'Equity' was what kept members of my Depart-
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 ment out on the picket line. It will bring them out again if neces-
 sary."5 At first, the major inequity to attract attention was the dra-
 matic discrepancy between York salaries and those of other
 Ontario universities. Then the emphasis shifted to inequities
 experienced by women in their retirement income and pay. Soon,
 the surfacing of individual narratives about harassment and dis-
 crimination significantly transformed consciousness about equity.
 Stories recounted in union meetings and media accounts and dai-
 ly discussions on the picket lines thus brought women's issues
 more clearly into focus.

 Gradually, a wide range of equity concerns coalesced-of faculty
 and librarians of color, lesbians and gays, younger and older
 members, those with disabilities-such that equity itself became
 the organizing theme of the strike. On April 18, 1997, in the fourth
 week of the strike, the membership of YUFA unanimously passed
 a resolution giving bargaining priority to equity issues. This rep-
 resented a dramatic shift in a union that had given little attention
 to them in recent years.6 Chris Robinson recounted: "Two or three
 years ago ... I was a union supporter, but I saw little support. On
 that day in April, I was in the hall when we voted unanimously to
 set equity as our number one priority, and hundreds of normally
 staid professors and librarians yelled YUFA in unison, and later
 'Equity now!'"

 Unquestionably, the critical mass of women at York provided
 an important foundation for the emergence of this equity focus.
 By 1997, York University had one of the highest percentages of
 women faculty (about 34 percent of the bargaining unit, many of
 whom would identify as feminists)7 and the most extensive array
 of women's studies programs in Canada, including the first Ph.D.
 program. An affirmative action clause negotiated by YUFA as
 part of the 1987-89 collective agreement8 played a significant role
 in achieving this high percentage. In addition to YUFA women,
 women members of the Canadian Union of Public Employees
 (CUPE) Local 3903-representing academics who are contracted to
 teach on a course-by-course basis and graduate students who
 conduct tutorials-actively supported the strike at risk to their
 own economic interests, as did a handful of impressive women
 student leaders.

 Even though they held few elected positions and did not have
 a pre-existing power base in the union, during the strike women
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 played an energetic, inventive, and critical role. They participated
 actively not only in routine strike activities but also assumed
 leadership in initiating special activities as the need for them
 emerged and in responding spontaneously to events as they
 unfolded. In this sense, like other marginalized groups, the
 women tended to practice leadership in a particular way.9 They
 initiated and led a number of specific events that crystallized the
 emerging consciousness about equity and demonstrated that aca-
 demic women can be an effective political constituency. The
 Media/Communications Coordinating Group, set up at the
 beginning of the strike and largely comprised of women faculty,
 organized a women's candlelight vigil at the home of incoming
 York University president, Loma Marsden. As a matter of strate-
 gy, the vigil was limited to women in order to dramatize the point
 that some major reasons for the continuing strike were of specific
 concern to women's equity and to remind the incoming President
 Marsden of her personal connection to the women's movement.
 From 1975 to 1976, Marsden was president of the National Action
 Committee on the Status of Women10 and had been publicly com-
 mitted to women's equality. Spokespersons unsuccessfully
 appealed to her to help bring the strike to a satisfactory resolu-
 tion. The next day, women who participated in the vigil initiated
 a guerrilla action that confronted Susan Mann, then York Univer-
 sity president and also a woman with feminist credentials, and
 forced the adjournment of a Senate Executive meeting.1 Accord-
 ing to Louise Ripley,
 After the action in the Senate Executive, it was never the same again. They no
 longer assumed they could just do what they wanted; they no longer tried to
 silence those of us who spoke for the union. The beauty of the action was that
 it WAS outrageous. It was rowdy. It was impolite. It was rude. But it was the
 voice of a very strong and increasingly militant union which had too often
 allowed itself to be silenced. The demonstration was the turning point for the
 strike, in my opinion.

 Not many days later, the intense frustration of the striking
 women was exacerbated when a deeply hypocritical letter by
 President Mann about the university's achievements around equi-
 ty appeared in the national newspaper, the Globe and Mail. Imme-
 diately, women posted angry retorts on electronic lists and crafted
 counterarguments in letters to the editors of Toronto dailies. One
 woman faculty member, incensed by President Mann's defense of
 York's abysmal record on rectifying salary inequities, organized a
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 well-attended Women's Picket, bringing together in solidarity
 YUFA women, contract faculty women in CUPE 3903, and
 women graduate and undergraduate students. This solidarity
 picket helped to consolidate and make public the union's resolu-
 tion of April 18-to make equity concerns its bargaining priority.

 These experiences strongly contradicted the discourse of the
 administration which presented itself as pro-women. Official uni-
 versity publications often boasted about, and gave credit to the
 administration for, the relatively high percentage of women in the
 faculty, the development of a sexual harassment center copied by
 other universities, and the range of women's studies programs.12
 Ironically, the union had itself fought for a decade to secure affir-
 mative action, and many women had struggled sacrificially for
 years to improve the status of women at York and to mount these
 academically "respectable" women studies courses and programs.
 Also, women faculty had been waiting for seven years for the
 administration to make good on a promise to negotiate a "pay
 equity" plan, in accordance with a government legislated stan-
 dard that other Ontario universities had instituted years earlier.
 Stories circulating during the strike of inequities and anomalies
 between female and male members made clear the existence of

 policies and practices that systematically discriminated against
 women. Paradoxically, then, the very same administration which
 had supported the women's studies programs, was also shown to
 be responsible for creating and maintaining serious gender-based
 inequities. The revealed contradiction between the university's
 public presentation and the reality heightened consciousness on
 many fronts.

 Through their interventions during the strike, women began to
 experience themselves as an effective political constituency and to
 experience the union as a vehicle for addressing equity concerns.
 In other words, their participation in strike activities gave birth to
 a political consciousness, rather than resulting from a pre-existing
 political consciousness. Whereas numerous attempts to start a
 union women's caucus had failed previously, several well attend-
 ed meetings held during the strike became the basis for such a
 caucus.13 A desire for other informal caucuses emerged, to include
 members of color, gays, and lesbians. A proposal put forward for
 a YUFA Standing Committee on Equity to deal with the range of
 systemic discriminations based on race, gender, ability, age, sexu-
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 al orientation, ethnicity, religion, political belief, language, and
 culture was incorporated into the YUFA constitution in the fall of
 1997.14 This committee has the same structural standing as the
 union's Executive Committee, Contract and Grievance Commit-
 tee, and the Negotiating Committee.

 Not surprisingly, equity and democratic governance-the two
 major issues that energized the YUFA membership in the 1997
 strike-converged. However, governance is not gender neutral.
 Calls for democracy invariably invoke issues of representation,
 which are, by definition, about equity in numbers but also about
 equitable access to voice.15 Because women and men have
 unequal status in the university, they do not experience democra-
 cy, or the lack thereof, in the same way-yet another reminder of
 the need to provide gendered strategies and analyses. Conse-
 quently, we anticipate that the struggle to democratize the union
 and the university will inevitably and necessarily open up the
 space to address equity concerns in a positive way.

 LESSONS OF THE STRIKE

 The York University strike offers many lessons about organizing
 for equity. It demonstrates that collective struggle creates the
 space to name, share, and support the complex needs of different
 groups. For example, during the strike, a petition for same-sex
 pension benefits was successfully circulated; previously, it might
 have been rejected or ignored. This open addressing of what had
 been experienced as "individual grievances" exposed widespread
 administrative practices that systematically reproduce and sanc-
 tion inequities. Furthermore, this focus on structural inequities
 based on gender, race, ability, and sexual identity did not cause
 divisions among YUFA members, as some feared it might.
 Rather, the acknowledgment of these existing differences sub-
 stantially increased the potential for a transformed, inclusive, and
 activist union.

 The strike also confirms both the power and the necessity of sit-
 uating women's claims for justice within the complex web of
 equity issues, in this case, through the vehicle of the Standing
 Committee on Equity. The groundwork has been laid for broad-
 based alliances with other equity-seeking constituencies and the
 possibility increased that the voices of marginalized women will
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 be heard-women with disabilities, women of color, and lesbians.
 At the same time as the political potential of "unity in diversi-

 ty" is mobilized, constituency organizing (like the newly formed
 women's caucus) is also critical. Highlighting the concerns of a
 particular group such as women provides a foundation for sup-
 porting formal "equity" interventions. Also, the democratic and
 participatory thrust of caucus-type activities engages an often
 apathetic union membership and draws in members who pre-
 viously pursued other routes for advancing their concerns, there-
 by strengthening the union as a whole.

 The combination of an informal women's caucus and a formal

 equity committee will, we hope, prevent the marginalization of
 equity concerns in the future. The caucus functions as witness and
 constituency builder, and a constitutionally protected equity com-
 mittee with a wide mandate and significant power places respon-
 sibility for equity on the entire union. As well, the dual structure
 will ensure that the specific needs of women are considered and at
 the same time guarantee that equity will not be limited to women
 as a generic category; rather equity will apply to diverse women's
 concerns, and the concerns of other groups as well.

 Finally, solidarity with communities outside the union (in this
 case, with students and contract faculty, many of whom are
 women) is crucial. It is no exaggeration to say that YUFA would
 not have been able to sustain the strike over such a long period
 without the support of a militant layer of student leaders or the
 contract faculty in CUPE 3903 who refused to cross our picket
 lines to teach their own summer school courses.16

 CONFRONTING A STRATEGIC DILEMMA

 Our experience in this strike provides an opportunity to reflect on
 a strategic dilemma faced by women academics in their struggles
 to achieve gender equity in universities over the past decades:
 how to use and integrate union and administrative routes to most
 effectively exercise political influence and obtain resources to pur-
 sue feminist objectives. We argue that the relationships among the
 union, collegial bodies, and administrative sponsorship17 need to
 be politically reconstituted. In fact, union support of collegial and
 academic goals promotes a more democratic collegiality.

 In most contexts, rather than being mutually exclusive, union
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 and academy are deeply enmeshed, each often requiring partici-
 pation in collegial governance structures such as faculty councils
 and senates. The creation of academic programs, for instance, is
 not normally the result of collective bargaining, even though con-
 tracts may protect programs; rather, such programs exist because
 academic bodies frequently work in cooperation with members of
 the administration. However, the building of a democratic col-
 legiality through unions and the creation of new academic pro-
 grams can be mutually supportive processes.

 Union and administrative routes are often represented as sepa-
 rate choices, each with specific ideological and strategic implica-
 tions. For example, the union route is often characterized as more
 adversarial, in part because it challenges commonsense views of
 the university administration as neutral and relatively benign. At
 York, prior to the strike, union involvement was not the route
 normally chosen by women to pursue feminist objectives. More
 typically, women favored administrative processes to improve
 their status, acquiring administrative positions in order to exer-
 cise influence or securing from the administration the financial
 sponsorship and political support for their various feminist or
 women-centered endeavors. However, because of the strike,
 many women members of YUFA shifted their orientation to both
 the administration and the union. The strike fractured the normal

 civility and routine practices of sociability between faculty and
 members of the administration. The patterns of inequity exposed
 during the strike and the confrontational bargaining stance of the
 administrators highlighted their aggressive adversarialism and
 willingness to justify discriminatory employment practices sub-
 versive of academic goals, permanently challenging the fiction of
 the administration as part of the collegium.

 At the same time, women-led interventions in the strike broke
 with past patterns of union involvement. Gail Kellough aptly
 summed up this change in union consciousness: "Those of us on
 the picket line understand YUFA, not as an external body deter-
 mining our actions but as 'ourselves' even if, in the past, we have
 neglected our responsibilities to be active on our own behalf." Yet,
 despite the current shift toward the union, complex reasons dis-
 couraged most women's involvement in the past. On the one
 hand, like other professionals, most academics experience consid-
 erable ambivalence about union membership.18 Particularly in
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 times of cutbacks, they may be relieved to have a union represent
 their interests during contract negotiations. However, identifica-
 tion with the union often fades once the negotiations are settled
 and the day-to-day running of departments and programs
 reclaims the foreground. Faculty members are also reluctant to
 ally themselves with other unionized workers or the broader
 labor movement. Instead, they view themselves as autonomous
 professionals and underplay elements that they share with other
 workers.

 In fact, the ideology of liberal individualism exerts a profound
 influence on university culture, reinforcing meritocracy, competi-
 tion, and the search for elusive individual power; it fosters
 intense isolation, silence, and institutional discrimination. This
 politic discourages faculty unity and undermines support for col-
 lective action. For women, it is a more serious liability because
 they enter the male-dominated, class- and race-privileged world
 of the university as exceptions, on the inside and outside simulta-
 neously; privileged, yet marginalized; overly visible, yet funda-
 mentally invisible.19

 Even though a decade earlier, YUFA negotiated the affirmative
 action policy that greatly improved the proportion of women in
 tenure-track positions, many women rightly perceived YUFA as
 unresponsive to women's concerns. Given the gender imbalance
 in the professoriate, YUFA was seen by many women to be no
 exception to other academic unions that function as protectors of
 male privilege. Such unions have a poor record of taking up
 issues of gender discrimination in hiring and promotion, salary
 and workload inequities, job ghettoization, and so forth. As well,
 they often lack the political imagination to implement anti-sexual
 and anti-racial harassment procedures. Women concerned about
 harassment have instead turned to administratively supported
 arenas like sexual harassment centers to address this issue. In

 addition to these academic-specific reasons, a well-documented
 literature affirms that women face multiple barriers to becoming
 active in and effecting equity change through unions.20

 For some academic women, the traditional unresponsiveness of
 unions reinforces their general ambivalence toward being identi-
 fied as unionized workers. Others are content to identify as union
 members but, because of unions' traditional unresponsiveness
 and the multiple barriers to their participation, they are discour-
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 aged about using the union as a vehicle for pursuing their specific
 concerns as women workers. However, prior to the strike at York,
 women's reluctance to claim ownership of YUFA also meant that
 the few women who held positions of union leadership were iso-
 lated and unable to develop a political base among women mem-
 bers to support their initiatives.

 Still, despite the potential problems of unions as equity vehi-
 cles, the strike graphically demonstrates the limits of relying on
 the administration, especially in these difficult political and eco-
 nomic times. University administrations are being called upon to
 restructure universities in ways that exacerbate the injustices and
 inequities experienced by women and other groups that have
 been traditionally underrepresented and marginalized. Even
 well-intentioned administrators have little if any ability to work
 against these pressures. At York the presence of not one but two
 successive university presidents who had been outspoken and
 active feminists has made absolutely no difference. In fact, their
 presence may work against equity goals because the administra-
 tion can buffer its discriminatory practices by presenting publicly
 a woman-friendly face. The York University experience is a sharp
 reminder that reliance on the goodwill of such individuals can
 backfire and that without a politicized and organized constituen-
 cy, women's concerns will not be addressed.

 The building of an equity-conscious union creates the condi-
 tions for winning support for feminist projects in collegial bodies
 which have traditionally been resistant to such initiatives. Demo-
 cratic collegiality reduces the need to rely on the whims of the
 administration. For example, just after the strike ended, members
 of the collegium-now more familiar with each other and sup-
 portive of each other's issues-organized to fully endorse the new
 School for Women's Studies when it came to the Senate for

 approval.
 A strongly united and politically well-organized faculty

 reduces the need for administrative sponsorship, while creating
 better working relations with progressive administrators. What
 this suggests is that the tensions between administrative and
 union-centered strategies are not irresolvable, because we are not
 forced to choose between a paralyzing adversarialism, or co-opta-
 tion into the larger administrative agenda. We can strategically
 construct more complex and multifaceted relationships between
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 equity-conscious union activists and sympathetic administrators,
 in order to counter the deleterious effects of restructuring.

 In fact, at York, separation from the administration has led the
 faculty to re-vision the institution because they no longer feel
 powerless to influence the operations of the university. Democra-
 tic governance, open decision-making processes, equity, and col-
 legiality now have a high priority in sharp contrast to previous
 practices of authoritarian, secretive managerialism. Through this
 re-visioning, we as faculty have also become empowered to act
 not only on our own behalf but also with and for the whole uni-
 versity community, leading to renewed solidarity with other
 campus constituencies, and, it is hoped, with off-campus equity-
 seeking groups and the broader labor movement. Undoubtedly,
 the increased presence within academic unions of women
 activists and an equity agenda will help to promote these strate-
 gic realignments.21

 In the context of deep cuts in education spending, sustained
 attacks by the Right on collective bargaining, and the corporate-
 driven marketplace mentality reshaping universities in Canada
 and elsewhere in the 1990s, we need to better understand how to
 be sustained rather than divided by our equity concerns, and
 how to build communities of both resistance and renewal. We

 hope that the story of the York University strike of 1997 will make
 some small contribution to that end.

 NOTES

 We would like to thank Patricia McDermott for her helpful comments on an earlier
 draft of this commentary.

 1. Almost all universities in Canada are publicly funded and under the jurisdiction of
 provincial government ministries of education. Boards of Governors (BOG) are the fis-
 cal overseers; the day-to-day running of universities, however, is done by administra-
 tions. The current BOG is predominantly white and male even though York itself is a
 multi-ethnic, multiracial university with a large proportion of female students.
 2. In a strike/lockout situation, the employer is not bound by the terms of the collective
 agreements; however, the traditional stance of university administrations in Canada has
 been to maintain the existing agreement until a new contract is signed.
 3. Prior to the York strike, in spite of two decades of union membership and the
 increasing managerialism of the central administration, many faculty members and
 librarians continued to view the administration as part of the collegium-a conscientious
 group of academic administrators doing the best they could in difficult circumstances
 with no agenda of their own apart from the interests of the university. Correspondingly,
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 they were often suspicious of the motives of the union leadership and critical of its
 "adversarial" stance toward the administration. Janice Newson has elsewhere described
 the shift toward managerialism in universities in some detail. See "The Decline of Facul-
 ty Influence: Confronting the Corporate Agenda," in Fragile Truths: Twenty-Five Years of
 Sociology and Anthropology in Canada, ed. William Carroll, Linda Christiansen-Ruffman,
 Raymond Currie, and Deborah Harrison (Ottawa: Carleton University Press, 1992), 247-
 60.

 4. In telling this story of the York University strike, it is important to situate our own
 voices. We have both been pro-union activists in the past and Janice Newson was presi-
 dent of YUFA from 1982 to 1984. During the strike, Newson coordinated the
 Media/Communications Coordinating Group and Linda Briskin was on the Job Action
 Committee. Although we had daily contact with the official union leadership, neither of
 us sat on the Executive or Negotiating Committees. Consequently, this story is primari-
 ly a picket-line view of the strike. Another relevant story concerns the battles waged to
 win support for equity within the Executive and Negotiating Committees. The few
 women on those formal committees were especially instrumental in these battles.
 5. When we undertook to write about the strike, we solicited comments through the
 YUFA newsletter and YUFA electronic mail about significant personal or political
 moments in the strike that stood out in the memories of striking faculty. The quotations
 in this article come from these submissions.

 6. Although YUFA had not been especially pro-active in organizing women as a con-
 stituency or addressing equity concerns, unlike many faculty associations, it had not
 been actively antifeminist or antiwomen. The impetus toward equity in the strike, then,
 did not have to combat a long-standing hostility embedded systematically in the prac-
 tices or policies of the union.
 7. In a 1990 York (unpublished) survey conducted by Briskin, 88 percent of women fac-
 ulty who responded (132 of 150) defined themselves as feminists.
 8. In spite of a decade-long "informal" commitment to increase women's hiring, in 1987
 the proportion of women in the tenure stream hovered around 19 percent. The 1987-89
 collective agreement signaled a shift. Although it did not target specific positions for
 women, Clause 12.21 required that "in units where fewer than thirty percent of the
 tenure stream positions are filled by women, and candidates' qualifications are substan-
 tially equal, the candidate who is a Canadian or a permanent resident of Canada and
 female shall be recommended for appointment."
 9. In a study of a hospital organizing drive at Duke University, Karen Brodkin Sacks
 found that women and men exercised leadership in different ways. She distinguished
 "center people," mostly women, from "spokespeople," mostly men. She wrote that
 "women created the organization, made people feel part of it, and did the routine work
 upon which most things depended, whereas men made public pronouncements and
 confronted and negotiated with management ... center people were key actors in net-
 work formation and consciousness shaping" (79). She concluded that it was "the relation-
 ship of these two roles that constituted the structure of movement leadership (80)....
 [T]o expand the term leadership to encompass it [the work of center women] is to make
 the invisible visible. It valorizes some of the important ways in which women have
 exerted leadership and moves beyond equating oratory with leadership" (93). See "Gen-
 der and Grassroots Leadership," in Women and the Politics of Empowerment, ed. Ann
 Bookman and Sandra Morgan (Philadelphia: Temple University Press, 1988).
 10. The National Action Committee on the Status of Women/Comite Canadien d'action
 sur le statut de la femme (NAC), a binational (includes Quebec), bilingual organization
 made up of over 600 member groups, had its twenty-fifth anniversary in 1997.
 11. The almost spontaneous guerrilla action involved nonstop chanting for close to two
 hours by about fifty YUFA members, mostly women, who stopped a meeting of the
 largely anti-union Senate Executive Committee. The chanting, in English and French,
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 called for the resignations of university President Susan Mann and academic Vice-Presi-
 dent Michael Stevenson, both of whom were present.
 12. Pam Milne refers to this as "administrative pimping" in "Administrative Pimping
 for Fame and Profit: pt. 2," Women's Education desfemmes 2 (spring 1995): 31-36.
 13. One of the first initiatives of the Women's Caucus was The Women's Testimonies

 Project which promoted its fall 1997 retreat as follows:

 The 1997 YUFA strike unleashed a myriad of stories from women faculty members about our experi-
 ences in hiring, salary negotiations and pay inequities, tenure and promotion, decision-making
 processes, and harassment. We want to maintain the openness that the strike catalysed and continue
 sharing those stories among ourselves: to build community among women faculty at York; to use
 women's testimonies in strategising for structural changes; and to produce materials to share these
 experiences more broadly.

 14. The responsibilities outlined in the constitution include drafting contract proposals
 on equity issues; analyzing current collective agreement for biases and anomalies;
 ensuring more diverse representation on YUFA and joint committees; facilitating the
 resolution of grievances which deal with equity issues; ensuring that equity issues are
 addressed within YUFA; and educating YUFA members to this end. The union also
 committed itself to seconding a full-time organizer to deal with "equity work." The call
 for nominations defined equity work as follows: it addresses and eliminates systemic
 social inequalities which are reflected within York University in the forms of exclusion
 and underrepresentation, marginalization, differential treatment, chilly climate, harass-
 ment, salary anomalies, inequitable pensions, underemployment, unequal benefits, and
 discrimination in tenure and promotion.
 15. A repeated thread through all the initiatives of union women in the mainstream
 labor movement-on representation, leadership practices, constituency (separate) orga-
 nizing, redefining union issues, and collective bargaining-is the call for a substantively
 different form of democracy: for structures of participation and inclusivety rather than
 simply representation. This focus on democracy is not surprising given women's histor-
 ical exclusion from decision making. It is precisely for these reasons that Briskin calls for
 "gendering union democracy" which speaks to making the internal practices of unions
 more democratic and welcoming and more accessible by taking account of realities such
 as childcare and domestic responsibilities. It means ensuring that the bargaining agenda
 reflects the needs of women workers and promoting organizational structures such as
 women's committees that encourage the participation of women. The language of "gen-
 dering democracy" is both useful in moving away from abstractions about democracy
 and problematic in that it does not reflect the specific visions about, and claims for,
 democracy that emerge from other marginalized groups in the unions: lesbian and gay
 workers, workers of color, workers with disabilities. So, for example, democratizing
 unions for workers with disabilities will involve, at minimum, increasing accessibility.
 See Linda Briskin, "Gendering Union Democracy," Canadian Woman Studies/les cahiers de
 lafemme 18, no. 1 (1998): 35-38.
 16. Whether and how YUFA will take up equity issues for those outside the union, like
 members of CUPE 3903, remains to be seen. At York University, some of the greatest
 inequities can be found between the tenure stream and the contract faculty.
 17. Janice Newson and Howard Buchbinder analyze how the unionization of the acade-
 mic staff of universities gave expression to an intramural struggle over the control of
 academic work that falls along four axes: senate-union; administration-union; senate-
 administration-union; and full-time union-part-time (contract faculty) union. We argue
 here for rethinking how alliances among these campus constituencies can be usefully
 constituted in the context of this struggle over control. See The University Means Busi-
 ness: Universities, Corporations, and Academic Work (Toronto: Garamond Press, 1988), esp.
 chap. 4.
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 Linda Briskin and Janice Newson

 18. Magali Larson's important study of professionalism examines this issue in some
 depth. She argues that the tension and ambiguity experienced by professionals in con-
 fronting their "real" condition as employees of large bureaucracies or as servants of the
 state are not only structurally generated but also are rooted in, and anchored by, their
 sense of identity. See Magali Larson, The Rise of Professionalism (Berkeley: University of
 California Press, 1977).
 19. Linda Briskin pursues this argument in "A Feminist Politic for the University:
 Beyond Individual Victimization and Toward a Transformed Academy/Une politique
 feministe pour l'universite: Au-dela des represailles personnelles et vers une universite
 transformee," CAUT Bulletin, March 1989, 10.
 20. For example, a 1995 report from the European Trade Union Confederation identifies
 four major barriers: family responsibilities, occupational stratification which is repro-
 duced in choosing the union's leadership, masculine union cultures that structure
 unions in ways that work against women's inclusion, and traditional stereotypes about
 women and about leadership-often internalized by women and externalized by men in
 discriminatory practices. See Mary Braithwaite and Catherine Byrne, Women in Decision-
 Making in Trade Unions (Brussels, Belgium: European Trade Union Confederation, 1995).
 21. For more than two decades, union women in the mainstream Canadian labor move-
 ment (to which YUFA does not belong) have been organizing to transform unions, suc-
 cessfully challenging their structures, policies, practices, and climate. There are good
 grounds to believe that a union such as YUFA can also be transformed. See Women Chal-
 lenging Unions: Feminism, Democracy, and Militancy, ed. Linda Briskin and Patricia
 McDermott (Toronto: University of Toronto Press, 1993); and Union Sisters: Women in the
 Labour Movement, ed. Linda Briskin and Lynda Yanz (Toronto: Women's Press,
 1983/1985).
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